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You don't have to wait for spring... I love to release what I no longer need during a
full moon. 
Spring cleaning entering into virgo season I have always found this to be my
favourite season to have a thorough clean out. 
Spring, summer, autumn & winter I love embracing each season. A small change
to embrace the season's is as easy as changing the bed cover to suit.  

Get your dusting on!!! 
What's in dust & why is it important to get rid
of it...

Dead skin cells
Pet hair 
Mildew
Dust mite feces
Pollen
Heavy metal
Paint particles
Insect parts
Bacteria
Viruses 
Flame retardant

Dust contains toxins!
Limiting dust in our homes is important and
simple for our health, especially if you have
someone that lives or visits you with
respiratory problems. 

Dusting is a great way to limit toxic
exposures. So don't leave it to spring
cleaning, dust at least once a week. Sorry to
burst your bubble with this one.... feather
dusters do not keep the dust contained. I
would recommend a microfiber cloth. 

Dusting is important to me, especially
because I have  a premature child who has
respiratory issues due to being premature.  

You can remove dust regularly by dusting all
surfaces with a microfiber & vacuuming
afterwards 

Minimize clutter to reduce dust particles  
Start from the top & work your way down.
For the hard places - I find using a cotton bud
comes in handy. 
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More and more people LOVE going out of their comfort zone when it
comes to  fun, fresh, and environmental friendly products... 

Dettol 
Eucalyptus Oil
Vinegar 
Lemon
Bi-carb soda 
Burning sage 

Microwave - I find microwaves can be a little
tough to clean! If you cut a lemon into quarters
put in a bowl of warm water - put in
microwave for at least 30 seconds, then wipe
clean. 
Dishwasher - Pour white vinegar into a dish &
add some drops of lemon oil (I hear Doterra is
great)
Appliances - I use eucalyptus oil, this gets rid
of any oil residue from cooking

My go to products for cleaning:

Tips:

1.

2.

3.

4. Kitchen sink/ drain - I  rotate week by week.
One week I put Dettol down the drain & cleanse
the sink. The alternate week I use eucalyptus oil (I
buy the bottle that is water durable) This makes
the kitchen smell clean 
5. Washing Machines - run a mixture of lemon oil,
baking soda (bi-carb soda) vinegar on hot water
setting & run a cycle to clean
6. House Hold Bin- I can use all of the above, or at
times spray the Aldi clothes stain spray to clean 
7. I am guilty for using bleach - after I clean, I find
on tiles bleach really adds a nice shine. 
8. After I clean the house I burn sage. 
I always burn sage upon the full moon to cleanse
& release what no longer serves me. Make sure
this is done with all windows open to rid the old
energy. 

Lemon or Eucalyptus oil are are great scent for the
home. 

IT 'S ALL IN THE
SCENT
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OUR BEST
WORK

We Spring Clean the House..
Don't neglect your social media: 

Profile picture
Bio
Branding
Content

SOCIAL MEDIA SPRING CLEAN:

So often we are too busy decluttering the house, the
toys, the wardrobe. But when it comes to our social
media - do you really take the time to refresh it? 

Some social media spring cleaning tips:

If you have had the same profile picture for months,
you really should consider to change it.
It should reflect you. 

We work best in a clutter
free environment

Take the time & Update Your Followers 

Delete any ghost, negative followers. Remember
we are on social media everyday. If the energy,
vibe or inactive bring you down - DELETE 

Unfollow accounts that no longer resonate with
you & are not aligned to your values & morals.

We spend too much time looking at our screens
so it is better if we "feed" our brains with content
that we aspire & want to see. 
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Prep cleaning supplies 
Dust edges & corners at ceiling level
Dust edges & corners at ground level
Clean laundry room
Dust & or vacuum vents 
Wash architraves throughout house 
Wipe door knobs 
Dust all light fixtures 
Dust any ceiling fans 
Dust all the surfaces in your home 
Clean bath & showers 
Clean toilets - including the back - to the floor 
Clean & clear bathroom counters
Clean mirrors in the bathrooms 
Wash bath mats & curtains if applicable 
Clean - mop the bathroom floors 
Clean internal bathroom windows & sills
Clean refrigerator 
Clean freezer
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Clean oven & microwave
Clean dishwasher
Clean appliances - kettle toaster etc
Wipe kitchen cupboards & drawers 
Wash curtains/ drapes & clean blinds
Rotate & vacuum mattresses
Clean bedrooms windows & window sills 
Wash bedding & change if applicable for new season
Clean home office 
Update Office supplies 
Sort out wardrobe to suit the season 
Vacuum all floor surfaces 
Wash all hard surface floors in your home 
Sweep & or vacuum garage 
Sweep verandah / patio 
Wash exterior windows if possible 
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Each season gives us an opportunity to transform our homes, office & life to being
clutter free... You will be amazed at how your whole life changes!

 
This spring clean guide helps you to ensure each room in the house is clean. 

Being organised is key - the results follow through with our day to day life.
I am really big on burning sage to clean each week as well - a Sunday ritual I feel is

great.
 
 

Much love and abundance  Gab x"
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